DE NOVO CLASSIFICATION REQUEST FOR
AEROFORM® TISSUE EXPANDER SYSTEM
REGULATORY INFORMATION
FDA identifies this generic type of device as:
Carbon dioxide gas controlled tissue expander. A carbon dioxide gas controlled
tissue expander is a prescription device intended for temporary subcutaneous or
submuscular implantation to stretch the skin for surgical applications, specifically to
develop surgical flaps and additional tissue coverage. The device is made of an
inflatable elastomer shell and is filled with carbon dioxide gas. The device utilizes a
remote controller to administer doses of carbon dioxide gas from an implanted
canister inside the device.
NEW REGULATION NUMBER: 21 CFR 878.3510
CLASSIFICATION: CLASS II
PRODUCT CODE: PQN
BACKGROUND
DEVICE NAME: AeroForm® Tissue Expander System
SUBMISSION NUMBER: DEN150055
DATE OF DE NOVO: December 8, 2015
CONTACT: AirXpanders, Inc.
1047 Elwell Court
Palo Alto, CA 94303
INDICATIONS FOR USE
The AeroForm Tissue Expander System is used for soft tissue expansion in breast
reconstruction following mastectomy, for the treatment of underdeveloped breasts, and for
the treatment of soft tissue deformities in the breast.
The AeroForm Expander is intended for temporary subcutaneous or submuscular
implantation and is not intended for use beyond six months.
LIMITATIONS
Prescription use only: Federal (USA) law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of
a physician.
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Limitations on device use are also achieved through the following statements included in
the instructions for use:
Contraindications:
The AeroForm Tissue Expander System MUST NOT be used when:
 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is required with the AeroForm Tissue
Expander implanted. The AeroForm Tissue Expander is MR Unsafe. MRI
equipment can cause movement of the expander and result in patient injury or
expander displacement, requiring revision surgery.
 Tissue at the intended expansion site is determined unsuitable by the surgeon. To a
varying degree, radiation damage, ulceration, compromised vascularity, history of
compromised wound healing, infection, or scar deformity may affect tissue
suitability.
 There is residual gross tumor at the intended expansion site.
 The patient has another electronic implant (e.g., pacemaker, defibrillator, or
neurostimulator device).
Warnings:
Altitude Changes: The patient should not travel by air in a non-pressurized cabin while
the Expander is implanted. The surgeon must approve flight travel for the patient, based
on physical examination to determine if the patient’s wound is adequately healed and
they would tolerate the volume increase. (Refer to the labeling for additional
information.)
Infection: DO NOT expose the Expander to contaminants that could increase the risk of
infection. DO NOT implant in patients who present with an active infection, as this will
increase the risk of peri-prosthetic infection.
Other Therapies: Diagnostic x-rays and diagnostic ultrasounds may be performed without
affecting the Expander. DO NOT use shortwave diathermy, microwave diathermy or
therapeutic ultrasound diathermy on patients implanted with an Expander. Energy from
diathermy can be transferred to the Expander and can cause damage to the device.
Overfilling: DO NOT overfill the Expander. Excess volume cannot be removed without
intentional rupture of the Expander. Therefore, use caution when filling the Expander to
avoid overfilling. Please see labeling for additional information on overfilling.
Radiation Therapy: The decision to use radiation therapy should be made with the
consultation of the radiation oncologist. Please see labeling for additional information on
radiation therapy.
Sterility: DO NOT re-sterilize or re-use the Expander. The Expander is intended for
single use only. Re-sterilization or re-use may impact device functionality or lead to
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serious infection.
Temporary Device: DO NOT use the Expander for permanent implantation. The
Expander is a temporary device intended for up to 6 months of implantation. Implantation
longer than 6 months may lead to volume loss and depletion of CO2 gas.
Precautions:
Avoid Contamination During Surgery: Surgeons must use aseptic technique to avoid
contamination. DO NOT expose the tissue expander to lint, talc, sponge, towel and other
contaminants. Contamination at the time of surgery increases the risk of peri-prosthetic
infection, which could require premature removal of the tissue expander.
Avoid Damage During Surgery: Extreme care should be taken to avoid damage to the
tissue expander during surgery. A sterile back-up Expander should be readily available at
the time of surgery in case damage occurs. Expanders must be carefully inspected for
nicks, tears, punctures or leaks prior to use. DO NOT alter the device. DO NOT attempt
to repair damaged products.
Maintenance Dosing: Once the labeled volume is reached, a small amount of CO2 will
permeate from the Expander. To offset this permeation, patients must be instructed to
“Maintenance Dose” to maintain the volume of the Expander. Failure to maintain the
volume of the Expander may result in deflation and other potential complications. Refer
to the “Manage Dosing” section of the labeling for additional details.
Surgical Planning: AirXpanders relies on the surgeon to know and follow proper surgical
procedures specific to the expansion. Please see labeling for additional information on
surgical planning.
PLEASE REFER TO THE LABELING FOR A MORE COMPLETE LIST OF
WARNINGS, PRECAUTIONS AND CONTRAINDICATIONS.
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Dosage Controller
The Dosage Controller is a small, hand held battery-powered, non-sterile device. It activates the
AeroForm Tissue Expander to release the programmed amount of CO₂ gas (10cc). The Dosage
Controller is configured to provide coded instructions to its bonded AeroForm Tissue Expander.
It has a single push button for ease of use and a bank of indicator lights (LEDs) and tones. The
LEDs are bi-color, with amber and green lights, where green indicates successful communication
and dosing and amber indicates a notification regarding communication, dosing or power down.
Each dose administers 10cc of CO2. There is a patient dosing limit of 3 (10cc) doses per day and
a 3 hour time period between doses. A closer view of the Dosage Controller is provided in
Figure 2 below.
Figure 2: Schematic of Dosage Controller

Physician Master Key
The Physician Master Key is used only by the physician in the operating room or in the
physician office. With the Physician Master Key inserted into the Dosage Controller receptacle,
the Dosage Controller can activate the Expander with no daily limit on the expansion volume.
The Physician Master Key must remain plugged into the receptacle to continue functioning in
this mode. Use of the Physician Master Key allows the physician to:
 Inflate the Expander intra-operatively to the desired intra-operative fill volume
 Add volume to the Expander at office visits, as therapeutically appropriate during the
expansion process
 Add up to 25% of the labeled volume every 2 weeks (to maintain volume and adjust the
volume based on CO2 permeation).
The Physician Master Key is retained by the physician for use by the physician only, and is NOT
provided to the patient. It will override the patient limits.
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arm (standard saline tissue expander) using a 2:1 (AeroForm Tissue Expander System to saline)
permuted block randomization process, stratified by investigational center and procedure
(unilateral or bilateral). There were 17 investigational sites in the U.S. There were 158 subjects
enrolled in the study with 106 subjects randomized to the investigational arm (AeroForm) and 52
subjects randomized to the control arm (Saline). There were 7 investigational subjects who were
randomized to treatment, but did not receive the device. One investigational subject was
randomized to treatment and a procedure was attempted; however, no device was implanted due
to positive lymph nodes and radiation therapy was required. This patient was included in the
evaluable numbers for the safety analysis, but not for the effectiveness analysis. A total of 151
patients (99 AeroForm patients and 52 saline patients) were evaluated.
Inclusion Criteria
1. Subject is female between the ages of 18-70.
2. Subject requires tissue expansion as part of breast reconstruction.
3. Subject is able and willing to comply with all of the study requirements
4. Subject has the physical, perceptual and cognitive capacity to understand and manage athome dosing regimen
Exclusion Criteria
1. Subject’s tissue integrity is unsuitable for tissue expansion
2. Subject has residual gross tumor at the intended expansion site
3. Subject has current or prior infection at the intended expansion site
4. Subject has clinically significant fibrosis due to previous radiation (except in the event that
autologous tissue will be used).
5. Subject has planned radiation therapy at the intended expansion site during the time the
expander is implanted.
6. Subject has a history of failed tissue expansion or breast implantation at the intended
expansion site.
7. Subject has any co-morbid condition determined by the Investigator to place the subject at an
increased risk of complications (e.g. severe collagen vascular disease, poorly managed
diabetes).
8. Subject is taking any concomitant medications determined by the Investigator to place the
subject at an increased risk of complications (e.g. prednisone, Coumadin).
9. Subject is currently participating in another investigational drug or device study.
10. Subject is current tobacco smoker.
11. Subject is obese (BMI > 33).
12. Subject is unwilling to comply with air travel or altitude restriction of not > 3300 feet (1000
meters) from baseline during the time the AeroForm Expander is implanted
13. Subject has currently implanted electronic device such as a pacemaker, defibrillator,
neurostimulator device, or drug infusion device
14. Subject is pregnant or planning on becoming pregnant during the study period
15. Subject has a history of psychological condition, drug or alcohol misuse which may interfere
with their ability to use the device safely
All subjects were followed by the investigator in the post-operative period. When their incisions
were healed, they were ready to begin active expansion. Subjects in the investigational arm were
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given the Dosage Controller to expand at home with up to three (10cc) doses per day based on
their comfort level. Subjects in the saline expander arm were injected with a bolus of saline
through the magnetic port on the outer surface of the expander. These subjects received periodic
bolus saline injections during their follow up visits to fill their expanders. The investigator
determined the amount of saline to be added to the saline expander arm based on patient
tolerance and need. All subjects were followed weekly until expansion was complete and
monthly thereafter, until their procedure was scheduled to remove the expander(s) and to place
permanent breast implant(s).
The timing of the exchange procedure was at the discretion of the investigator and needs of the
subject. The subject’s participation in the study was complete when their expander(s) were
removed. Follow-up was discontinued if the subject was terminated or voluntarily withdrew
from the study.
Primary Endpoint
The performance of the device was evaluated by successful tissue expansion and exchange to a
permanent breast implant unless precluded by a non-device related event. The primary endpoint
was analyzed per breast. Breasts in which the expander was removed and/or replaced due to a
device related adverse event or a device malfunction were counted as failures.
The overall study success was based on an expected treatment success rate of 95%, with a -10%
margin of non-inferiority when compared to the saline control group.
Secondary Effectiveness Endpoints
The usability of the device was evaluated by:
1. The average number of days to achieve the desired expansion (onset of active expansion to
completion of expansion)
2. The average number of days for completion of stage 1 reconstruction (expander implantation
to permanent implant exchange).
3. Subject reported pain ratings during active expansion
4. Overall subject satisfaction
5. Overall physician satisfaction
Safety Endpoints
The safety of the device was evaluated by:
1. Device related adverse events
2. Serious device related adverse events
3. All adverse events, regardless of whether serious or there is a causal relationship to the
device.
4. All serious adverse events, regardless of whether there is a causal relationship to the device.
5. Device failures leading to expander removal and/or replacement.
Randomization
Subjects were randomized to either the investigational arm (AeroForm Tissue Expander System),
or the control arm (standard saline tissue expander) using a 2:1 (AeroForm Tissue Expander
System to saline) permuted block randomization process, stratified by investigational center and
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procedure (unilateral or bilateral). A computerized system was used to generate the
randomization scheme to assign the subject to the control arm or the investigational arm. The
randomization was stratified per investigational site and procedure (unilateral or bilateral) to
ensure the same number of saline and AeroForm tissue expanders per site. The same type of
expander was placed on each side in subject’s having a bilateral procedure.
Subject Enrollment
One hundred and fifty-eight (158) subjects were enrolled from 11/11/2011 through 12/23/2014 at
17 U.S. investigational sites. Subjects were randomized (2:1) to the investigational arm
(AeroForm) (n=106) or the control arm (Saline) (n=52). All enrolled subjects were assigned to
analysis cohorts as defined in the statistical analysis plan. There were 7 investigational subjects
who were randomized to treatment, but did not receive the device. One investigational subject
was randomized to treatment and a procedure was attempted, however no device was implanted
due to positive lymph nodes and radiation therapy was required. This patient was included in the
evaluable numbers for the safety analysis, but not for the effectiveness analysis. A total of 151
patients (99 AeroForm patients and 52 saline patients) were evaluated. The patient disposition is
shown in Figure 3 below:
Figure 3: Patient Disposition

There were 98 subjects who received the AeroForm device in the investigational arm. Of the 98
AeroForm subjects, 54 patients received the V2.0 Expander and 44 patients received the V2.5
Expander (90 breasts received V2.0 and 78 breasts received V2.5).
No subjects were lost to follow up. Ninety-eight (98%, 147/150) of the implanted subjects
completed the study. Three implanted subjects did not complete the study and were considered
failures. This includes 2 subjects in the AeroForm arm and 1 subject in the saline arm. The first
subject in the AeroForm arm who did not complete the study had bilateral expanders and
experienced unilateral under-expansion. The subject elected to have only fat grafting, not to
complete reconstruction and had both expanders removed, with no permanent implants placed.
The second subject in the AeroForm arm who did not complete the study had bilateral expanders
and experienced unilateral deflation. The subject elected to have both expanders removed and
replaced with saline expanders and complete reconstruction at a later time. The subject in the
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control arm who did not complete the study had bilateral expanders and experienced unilateral
exposure. The subject elected to have both saline expanders removed, not to complete
reconstruction, and had no permanent implants placed.
Primary Endpoint Data
The Treatment Success Rate per breast (excluding non-device related failures) for AeroForm is
96.1% (149/155). The Treatment Success Rate per breast for Saline is 98.8% (82/83). The
difference in the treatment success rate (AeroForm - Saline) is -2.7% with a lower confidence
limit of -7.3%, meeting the non-inferiority margin of > -10%.
Secondary Endpoints Data
The median number of days to complete expansion, and similarly, the median number of days
for completion of reconstruction were reduced in the AeroForm group compared to the saline
group. The median days to complete expansion was 21.0 (95% CI 15.0, 24.0) days for
AeroForm and 46.0 (95% CI 38.0, 55.0) days for saline. The median days to complete breast
reconstruction was 108.5 (95% CI 99.0, 117.0) days for AeroForm and 136.5 (95% CI 119.0,
147.0) days for saline.
Pain assessment is a patient reported outcome score and was judged using an 11-point visual
analog scale with higher numbers representing higher levels of pain. The results show no
difference in the intensity of the pain reported by patients implanted with the AeroForm device
or the saline expander at the first visit after Start of Expansion (Average = 2.2 AeroForm, 1.9
saline) or for the worst pain experienced overall (Average = 4.5 AeroForm, 4.6 saline).
Overall, subjects were satisfied with the expansion process in 78% of the reconstructions with
AeroForm and 91% with Saline. Analyzing the data for v2.5 only (n=69), 84% of the responses
were mildly, moderately, or very satisfied.
Physician satisfaction with the results of expansion was 68% with AeroForm, and 92% with
Saline. The lower satisfaction scores observed with the AeroForm were a direct reflection of the
device malfunctions and gradual loss of volume that were experienced with the V2.0 device,
which was used at the beginning of the clinical trial. Dissatisfaction comments were primarily
related to permeation (loss of volume), bulkiness of the device, and physician modes. The
satisfaction scores improved with V2.5 after the introduction of the enhanced inner liner which
reduced permeation, as well as the software reprogramming to increase the capability of the
physician to adjust the volume. Analysis of device V2.5 data alone resulted in physician
satisfaction of 83% with the expansion results.
Safety
The number of subjects with any adverse event was 63 (63.3%) for the AeroForm arm and 33
(63.5%) for the Saline arm. The number of subjects with any adverse event related to the study
device was 21 (21.2%) for the AeroForm Arm and 10 (19.2%) for the Saline arm. The number
of subjects with any adverse event related to the study procedure was 46 (46.5%) for the
AeroForm arm and 24 (46.2%) for the Saline arm. The proportion of subjects with any adverse
event, any device-related adverse event and any procedure-related adverse event was similar
between treatment groups. In addition, the treatment groups were, in general, similar in the
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Carbon Dioxide Permeation
At the start of the clinical trial, a different version of the device was used, V2.0. With the V2.0,
there were many reports of carbon dioxide permeating or leaking through the shell. This
reported leakage did not result in abnormal tissue responses or clinical chemistry responses.
There were, however, noticeable volume losses noted in the expanders. In the device
malfunctions data (Table 7), this is categorized as either under expansion or deflation. With the
original version V2.0, there were 42 instances of under expansion/deflation. The sponsor
modified the design on their device, as described in the “Modifications to the AeroForm Tissue
Expander” section of this document. As explained, an additional layer was added to the inner
bag to increase durability and decrease permeation of carbon dioxide. In addition, a physician
mode was added to allow the capability of adding 25% of full volume every two weeks. Once
all the device modifications were implemented, the device (known as V2.5) showed a reduced
number of 12 instances under expansion/deflation.
When expansion is complete and the labeled volume is reached, a small amount of CO2 may
permeate from the Expander. To offset this permeation, subjects will need to administer a
maintenance dose. The maintenance dosing allows subjects to administer enough doses to
account for the small amount of carbon dioxide that can permeate from the expander.
Maintenance dosing is required to maintain the volume and prevent deflation.
Continued Access Study
When enrollment was complete for the pivotal study, patients continued to be enrolled under the
Continued Access Study (CAS) IDE provision. XPAND II CAS is a prospective, multi-center,
single arm study of the V2.5 device. As of June 8, 2016, a total of 28 subjects (49 breasts) have
been treated at 6 clinical sites. Eleven (11) subjects (21 breasts) have completed the final study
visit and complete data are available. An additional 4 subjects (6 breasts) have undergone the
explant procedure but only have partial data available as they have not completed their final
study visits.
The primary endpoint of Treatment Success in the XPAND II CAS was 100% (n=18 breasts).
Two patients had their devices (3 expanders) removed for non-device related reasons. The first
subject elected to have both expanders removed due to severe reactions to multiple antibiotics
and withdrew from the study. The second subject had an incision which failed to heal properly
and led to an open wound, requiring removal of her left expander and replacement with a saline
expander. Expansion was completed and both tissue expanders were exchanged to breast
implants.
The secondary endpoints, pain and satisfaction, were assessed. Pain was assessed at two time
points: at the start of expansion and at the first visit after start of expansion. At the start of
expansion, average pain was reported as 1.8 in 24 subjects with data available, and 2.3 in 26
subjects with data available for the first visit after the start of expansion. Satisfaction data from
both subject and physician surveys in XPAND II are available for subjects who have completed
their final study visit (n=11). Two patients and one physician did not complete the XPAND II
survey. Overall, 89% (8/9) subjects and 90% (9/10) physicians were satisfied with the device
performance and 80% (8/10) physicians were satisfied with the results of expansion.
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Re-operation
 Due to No Expansion Because of
Device Failure
 Due to Overexpansion with
Carbon Dioxide




In-vivo performance testing
Non-clinical performance testing

Underexpansion, Overexpansion, or No
Expansion
 Due To Interference With Other
Devices
 Due to Use Error







Electromagnetic compatibility,
electrical safety, and wireless
compatibility testing
Labeling
Software verification, validation
and hazard analysis
Human factors testing
Patient training
Biocompatibility evaluation




Sterilization validation
Shelf life testing

Adverse Tissue Reaction
Infection




SPECIAL CONTROLS:
In combination with the general controls of the FD&C Act, the carbon dioxide gas controlled
tissue expander is subject to the following special controls:
1. In-vivo performance testing must be conducted to obtain the adverse event profile
associated with use, and demonstrate that the device performs as intended under
anticipated conditions of use
2. The patient-contacting components of the device must be demonstrated to be
biocompatible
3. Performance data must demonstrate the sterility of patient-contacting components of the
device
4. Non-clinical performance testing must demonstrate that the device performs as intended
under anticipated conditions of use. The following performance characteristics must be
tested:
a. Cycle testing of expander showing that there are no leaks or tears after repeated
cycling
b. Mechanical assessment of implanted CO2 canister including high impact testing
c. Leak testing of expander showing that device does not leak CO2
d. Assessment of gas permeability during expansion and after full expansion
e. Mechanical assessment of expander (tensile set, breaking force, shell joint test,
and fused or adhered joint testing)
5. Performance data must be provided to demonstrate the electromagnetic compatibility,
electrical safety, and wireless compatibility of the device
6. Software verification, validation and hazard analysis must be performed
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Subject reported pain ratings during active expansion.
Overall subject satisfaction.
A human factors evaluation whereby the patients assessed the patient instructions to
assure that they were easily understood.
A patient training process, whereby after receiving training, the patient will be assessed
regarding their understanding.
Patient has control over expansion process.

Benefit/Risk Conclusion
In conclusion, given the available information above, the data support that for soft tissue expansion
in breast reconstruction following mastectomy, treatment of underdeveloped breasts, and treatment
of soft tissue deformities for a time period not extending beyond six months, the probable benefits
outweigh the probable risks for the AeroForm Tissue Expander System. The device provides
substantial benefits and the risks can be mitigated by the use of general and the identified special
controls.
CONCLUSION
The De Novo request for the AeroForm® Tissue Expander System is granted and the device is
classified under the following:
Product Code: PQN
Device Type: Carbon dioxide gas controlled tissue expander
Class: II
Regulation: 21 CFR 878.3510
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